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Description 

Omeprazole has been related with numerous unfavorable impacts counting skin responses be that as it may, until this point in 

time; cutaneous hyperpigmentation has not been portrayed as an unfavorable impact of this medication. We announced two cases 

right off the bat a 38 years old patient with a round pigmented sore on lower arms and private parts in the wake of getting oral 

tablet of omeprazole. Furthermore, a fifteen years old female patient created pigmented fix over her body the patient was taking 

tablet omeprazole. As per our results, omeprazole itself might instigate skin pigmentation. 

Proton siphon inhibitors are broadly utilized all over the planet. The second most generally sold drug bunch. These meds are 

extremely strong silencers of gastric corrosive emission and are exceptionally compelling for the treatment of corrosive related 

gastrointestinal issues. These are best silencers of gastric corrosive discharge without a doubt are the gastric H
+
, K

+
, ATPase 

inhibitors in gastric parietal cells. By acting explicitly on the proton siphon, omeprazole impedes the last move toward corrosive 

creation, in this manner diminishing gastric corrosiveness. They are the best medications utilized in antiulcer treatment. Proton 

siphon inhibitors are by and large protected what’s more, very much endured, with a secondary effect pace of roughly 3%. The 

most well-known aftereffects incorporate cerebral pains, tipsiness, loose bowels, clogging and cutaneous responses. At a lesser 

recurrence, use can bring about hepatic brokenness, dizziness, disarray and hematological problems. Hyperpigmentation is 

expanded melanin creation by existing melanocytes or from the expanded expansion of dynamic melanocytes. Hyperpigmentary 

skin problems are characterized as expanded pigmentation of the skin and mucous layers to the degree that the patient concerned 

looks for clinical guidance. These skin problems might be named epidermal and dermal hyperpigmentation, contingent upon the 

area of the color. Epidermal hyperpigmentation is a result of melanin pigmentation and has a caramel shade. Dermal 

pigmentation is called ‘ceruloderma’ or blue hyperpigmentation which may either be because of melanin or due to non-melanin 

shades. The frequency of medication prompted hyperpigmentation is entirely factor and relies upon the elaborate drug it shifts 

from confined cases to up to 25% of patients getting a given treatment. The genuine frequency of this pigmentary change is 

challenging to evaluate in light of absence of direct proof or potentially absence of satisfactory data given by the patient about 

their treatment. Omeprazole is a proton siphon inhibitor, generally endorsed for the treatment of gastro oesophageal reflux 

sickness, peptic ulcer and Zollinger-Ellison disorder. The most widely recognized antagonistic impacts are the runs, skin rashes 

and migraine. On intriguing events it might cause quirky responses like diverse erythema, pancreatitis, arthralgia, myalgia, 

leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, Stevens Johnson disorder, interstitial nephritis and hepatotoxicity. The underlying portion of 

omeprazole is 20 mg-40 mg once day to day omeprazole is viewed as a favored medication for the treatment of gastroesophageal 

reflux infection, gastric ulcer and acid related with an incredible security profile and remedial viability. It has been accounted for 

that omeprazole is profoundly effective for the treatment of gastrointestinal problems than some other treatment accessible. 

Additionally, showed long haul viability and security of omeprazole in gastrointestinal issues. We are presently detailing two 

instances of skin hyperpigmentation actuated by omeprazole. Causality evaluation of the antagonistic drug occasion was done 

utilizing appraisal scale and Naranjo’s scale. In the event that foster not many days later organization of omeprazole, the occasion 

was accounted for serious because of other restoratively significant condition, the result of response furthermore, challenge data 

is hazy. The causality evaluation was finished by causality evaluation scale and it was viewed as conceivable and as indicated by 
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Naranjo’s causality appraisal it was additionally observed to be plausible for this situation. However, in the event that occasion 

was not serious, causality evaluation shown that as per causality appraisal scale and it was viewed as impossible and as per 

Naranjo’s causality evaluation being possible was additionally found. The challenge data is muddled in both the cases. Since the 

patients were on omeprazole therapy just and no clinical treatment was accommodated the response happened in both the cases. 

The response was talked about and affirmed by doctors that it was because of omeprazole. Omeprazole has been related with 

various unfavorable impacts including skin responses be that as it may, until now; cutaneous hyperpigmentation has not been 

portrayed as an unfavorable impact of this medication. Revealed a case showing omeprazole instigate cutaneous hyper 

pigmentation and it was the first case revealed for this finding. 

Since omeprazole is recommended for different signs consequently there is a requirement for familiarity with the unfriendly 

occasions related to omeprazole treatment to stay away from serious confusions. Our discoveries feature that clinically critical 

skin hyperpigmentation happen during the treatment with omeprazole and treating doctors ought to mindful of this peculiarity. 
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